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Our service portfolio:
- Chrome optics
- Mirror lacquer
- PS metal: cold-sprayable metal surfaces
- Special coatings and effect coatings
- Color glazes for metal and carbon
- Soft-touch coating
- High-End-Finish
- Prototypes building/processing
- Individual pieces and small series

Spectrum



P.S. Oberflächen: Manufacturer, 
problem solver, idea generator
Simply putting color on an object? At P.S. 
work goes far beyond this ... Combining great 
craftsmanship and comprehension of design, 
we operate on the interface between creative 
ideas and technical implementation as a service 
provider in the product development process.

Inspiration & Orientation

In the midst of our material exhibition with 
more than 2,000 surface samples, we discuss 
project approaches with our customers from 
the fields of architecture, artwork and industry 
and surprise you with innovative and feasible 
ways to shape and design new objects.

Construction & Coating Services

If you are responsible for prototypes or small 
batch series we keep your back free in terms of 
construction and surface coatings. You deter-
mine the parameters and we take care of the 
rest - our spectrum at a glance: 

Customers & Applications
Industry / Prototyping / Modeling

- if it must be quick or specific
- for service providers in rapid prototyping
- for R&D units in the industry

Architecture / Design / Shopfitting

- for individual and innovative solutions
- design options for creative work
- impulses for space and product designers

Art

- surface treatment, coating and production
 of art projects

(Extra-)ordinary 
coating processes 
Chrome optics

- perfect display of chrome surfaces
- reflective surfaces for prototypes, 
 models, design/room objects, artworks

PS spraying metal

- real metal surfaces by cold spraying process
- thin metal skin on any surface
- stainless steel, brass, bronze, copper, ...
- polished, patinated, sealed

Soft touch

- touch-sensitive surfaces for interior use
- switches, moldings, handles, shelf spaces ...
- any colors and structural effects

Special/effect lacquering

- color glazes for mirrors, metal and carbon parts
- mirror, piano, leather effect paints ...
- functional thermal/photo sensible paints
- prism, neon, conductive, crack paints ...


